
3rd 9 Weeks AR Project: Create a Social Networking Profile  

 
For 3rd 9 Weeks, you will create a social networking profile for any character from an AR book you have read this 
year. You can create a profile for any social networking site (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.), as long as the 
project fulfills the below requirements.  
 
Projects may be drawn, put on posters, created on the computer, or designed online. Creativity in fulfilling the below 
requirements is a criteria; should you have an idea not referenced above, please check in with me prior to 
proceeding. 
 
Your project must include a minimum of 5 different pages/ posts. The substance of the project must include:  

● Analysis of the character’s traits 
○ Did the character traits change? If so, how?  

● Explanation of how the character contributed to the theme  
● Explanation of how the character contributed to the tone of the story  
● Summary of the character’s significant actions  

 
Projects are due Friday, March 1. Projects must be turned in by Wednesday, February 27th to be considered early. 
Late projects will be assessed a penalty of -3 points per day they are late (in addition to losing 5 points in the rubric).  
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Expectation Points Possible Points Earned 

Pages/ posts thoroughly illustrate the character’s traits, utilizing textual 
evidence 

25  

Pages/ posts thoroughly summarize the character’s actions, explaining how 
these actions illustrate a theme  

25  

Pages/ posts explain the character’s impact on tone, utilizing textual evidence 13  

Vocabulary used to describe the character’s traits and actions is precise and 
academically appropriate 

7  

Pages/ post are neat and information is accessible; project fulfills 
requirements creatively  

10  

Book is identified clearly; AR test has been taken on the book 7  

Screen Name/ Handle created for character 3  

Friends/ Following/ Connections/ Groups are included  
(the form utilized may vary based on the social media platform chosen) 

5  

Project is submitted by Friday, March 1 5  

NAME:_____________________________________ 100  
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